With the three-letter alphabet {R,Y,N} (R = purine, Y = pyrimidine, N= R or Y), there are 26 codons (NNN being excluded): RNN, . ,NNY (six codons at two unspecified bases N), RRN,.
INTRODUCTION
With the three-letter alphabet {R,Y,N} (R = purine, Y = pyrimidine, N = R or Y), there are 26 codons (NNN being excluded): RNN, . . . , NNY (six codons at two unspecified bases N), RRN,... ,NYY (12 codons at one unspecified base N), RRR,. . . , YYY (eight specified codons). A statistical methodology is developed in order to study the codon occurrence, regardless of gene function and regardless of one or a few particular protein coding gene populations (see the 33 available taxonomies in Table 1 ). Two approaches seem to be possible to analyze this genetic information regardless of molecular evolution. A first approach consists of using a unique data sample constituted of several gene populations of approximately the same size. Unfortunately, in release 15 of the EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Data Library, the primates, the rodentia, and the gram-negative prokaryotes are strongly over-represented compared to the 30 other gene populations (see Table 1 ). This situation is due to the past priorities of biologists working on DNA sequencing. To avoid this biased study, a second approach has been taken:
(1) For each gene population, the occurrence of the 26 codons is observed with the codon frequency.
(2) At the library level, the comparison of the occurrence of two codons is tested by analyzing the signs and the absolute values of their frequency differences obtained with the 33 gene populations. A significant occurrence comparison for a codon pair is then independent of gene function and of a particular gene population (see Method) .
When applied to all the codon pairs, this methodology using the codon frequency cannot identify the common codons (i.e., the codons having the highest occurrence regardless of gene function and regardless of a particular gene population).
This problem can be removed if the same methodology uses, instead of the codon frequency, a reduced centered variable based on the average fraction of R and Y in the three codon sites. Compared to the frequency, this variable will not only lead to similar results for the codon occurrence study but will also allow its extension and the removal of certain nonsignificant results (see Method and Results sections). This statistical methodology is also developed to study the primordial codons, which are assumed to be related to the alphabet {R,Y,N} [4, 5] . The primordial codon formation is mainly associated with the RNY codon (a codon at one unspecified base N) because its chemical and genetic properties may explain the interaction between the codon and the anticodon as well as the structure of the primordial proteins [4, 51. On the other hand, this RNY model was in agreement with several statistical observations at the DNA sequence level [12] and at the DNA population level (e.g., [l-3] ), which showed a higher frequency of the RNY codon compared to the codons RNR, YNR, and YNY. The methodology developed herein will show that the RNY codon has a greater occurrence compared to all other codons at one unspecified base N. Furthermore, the statistical results obtained will lead to a model of codon evolution at three successive states: RNN, then RNY, and finally ,RYY.
On the other hand, in some previous studies, a large-scale statistical analysis of a perturbation [l] in the coding (modulo 3) periodicity [8, lo] led to the following result [2] :
The mean occurrence probability of the i-motif YRY(N),YRY is not uniform with i in the range [l, 991 but presents a maximum at i = 6 with the following gene populations: protein coding genes of eukaryotes, of prokaryotes, of chloroplasts, and of mitochondria, also with viral introns and ribosomal and transfer RNA genes.
The exception that has been found with the eukaryotic introns has been solved [3] by showing that the YRY(N),YRY preferential occurrence is hidden by an alternating purine/pyrimidine (module 2) periodicity. It was suggested that the 6-motif YRY(N),YRY may be a code of the DNA double helix pitch [l, 21 . This study also focuses on the problem of coexistence of the 6-motif YRY(N),YRY with the primordial codons. In particular, a weak occurrence of the YRY codon would be expected in order to avoid ambiguities between a primordial transcription-translation code and a DNA double helix pitch code. all the open reading frames (ORF) that belong to a given P of L. Only genes with unspecified bases or with inappropriate information about the ORF have been excluded from this survey. Several tests also verify this information (e.g., the length of a given ORF must be congruent to 0 modulo 3, etc.). By construction, this partition is independent of gene function.
OBSERVATION OF THE CODON OCCURRENCE WITH THE CODON FREQUENCY AND A REDUCED CENTERED VARIABLE
Let a codon c be three successive bases b, b2 b3 (coding an amino acid) on the three-letter alphabet {R,Y,N} (see above). To give some meaning to the codon frequency comparisons and also for biological reasons (see Discussion), a codon is associated with a state according to the number of base specifications in its codon sites: A codon at two unspecified bases N belongs to state 1; a codon at one unspecified base N, to state 2; and a specified codon, to state 3. Let n be the total number of codons in a given P of L. Let p(c; P) be the observed and p((c; P) the theoretical (below defined) occurrence probability of c in P of L. Then the reduced centered variable q(c; P) is given by {p,(c;P) [l-p,(c;P) ]}"* The variable q(c; P) measures (in standard deviation units), for a given codon c in P, the deviation of its observed probability from its theoretical probability; a positive (negative) value means that the codon c occurs with a probability greater (less) than the expected one. This variable depends on the number n of codons in P, leading thereby to a better differentiation between the codons with the large P. Therefore, this variable gives a stronger weight for a statistical result obtained with the large populations.
The average fraction of R and Y in the three codon sites is used to define p,( c; P). For a given P of L, let p(b,; P) be the observed occurrence probability of the base bi in c. If we suppose that the probabilities p(bi; P), with i varying between 1 and 3, are independent variables; then Pt( c; P, =Hi-_1.3P( bi; P, Note q(RNN; P) = -q(YNN; P), q(NRN; P) = -q(NYN; P), and q(NNR; P) = -q(NNY; P).
STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY
Let r(c; P) be an observation [p( c; P) or q(c; P)] of the occurrence of a codon c in a gene population P of a library L. In order to compare the occurrence of two codons c and c' (c' + c) in L, the null hypothesis H,: r( c; L) = r(c'; L) is tested by arranging in order the m nonzero observed Ir(c; P) -r( c'; P)] values from the smallest absolute value to the largest. Note: With our data, no zero absolute value has been observed, and the equal absolute values have been randomly arranged (very few cases have been observed). Each absolute value is assigned to a rank that corresponds to its position in this ordering. The statistic Z( c, c'; L) so that r(c; P) = p(c; P) and r(c'; P) = p(c'; P) is called the frequency statistic (FS), while the statistic Z(c,c'; L) so that r( c; P) = q( c; P) and r(c'; P) = q(c'; P) is called the reduced centered variable statistic (RCVS). Therefore, the occurrence comparison for a codon pair is evaluated by FS and RCVS. The two statistics FS and RCVS are applied to all the codon pairs in order to identify the codons that have the highest and lowest occurrence in L. More precisely, for a given state and for a given statistic, a codon c is called first common in L if Z(c, c'; L) > 2.58 and first rare in L if Z( c, c'; L) 6 -2.58 whatever the codon c' of the same state (c' # c). A less strong condition is also used: for a given state and for a given statistic, a codon c is called second common in L if Z(c, c'; L) 2 2.58 and second rare in L if Z(c, c'; L) $ -2.58 whatever the codon c' of the same state or different from the first codon. If this methodology cannot identify a codon for one of the above-mentioned conditions, the set of the best codon candidates is given. By convention, these conditions C are described as follows ("first" and "second" are denoted by "1" and "2," respectively):
C({1,2};{common,rare};state {1,2,3};{FS,RCVS};L):codon For example, a codon c of state 2 that is first common in L with the RCVS statistic is denoted C( 1 ;common;state 2;RCVS; L) : c
The RCVS statistic permits extension of the codon study with the occurrence comparison of the codon pairs constituted of two codons of different states because it achieves an analysis independent of the choice of unity. This property is restricted to the most interesting biological case with the codon pairs constituted of only first common codons. Table 2 gives the observed occurrence probability p( c; P) (in percentage and denoted Prob.) and the reduced centered variable q(c; P) (denoted RCV) for the 26 codons in the 33 gene populations P (see Table 1 ) of the library L. Table 3 
RESULTS

THE RCVS RESULTS ARE NOT IN CONTRADICTION WITH THE FS RESULTS
For the 109 codon pairs, no (c, c') codon pair has a Z( c, c'; L) value greater than 2.58 with one statistic and a Z(c, c'; L) value less than -2.58 with the other statistic (see Table 3 ). The RCVS statistic eliminates some nonsignificant results found by using the FS statistic for the following codon pairs: (NRN,NYN),
(RRY,RYY), and (RYR,YYY) (see Table 3 ). Otherwise, the RCVS statistic introduces nonsignificant results for the following codon pairs: (RRN,NYY), (YYN,NRY), (RNR,NRY), and (RYR,YYR) (see Table 3 ). For three codon pairs, the results are nonsignificant with both statistics: (YNY,NYR), (NRR,NYR), and (RRR,RRY) (see Table 3 ). 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE COMMON AND RARE CODONS IN THE LIBRARY L WITH THE TWO STATISTICS FS AND RCVS
According to the results in Table 3 , the common and rare codons identified are: 
iB4
. . .
RYY
The RCVS statistic applied to the codon pairs constituted of two codons among the first common codons of state 1 (RNN), of state 2 (RNY), and of state 3 (RYY), leads to the following first common codon order: RhW, then MY, and finally RYY (see Table 4 ). However, Z(RNN,RNY; L) =1.7 is significant only at the 9X statistical level; it should also be observed that the four codons of state 2 with an R in the first codon site (i.e., RRN, RYN, RNR, and RNY) have observed occurrence probabilities greater than 0.25 and positive reduced centered variables with most of the gene populations (see Table 2 ).
Finally, another partition of the library L in 26 gene populations having at least 10,000 codons leads, with both statistics FS and RCVS, to identical results for the common and rare codons, for the codon pairs having nonsignificant results, and for the first common codon order (data not shown).
DISCUSSION
STATISTICAL REMARKS
This statistical study was carried out without any a priori choice of the data concerning both the gene populations and the open reading frames that belong to a given gene population.
These data represent almost all the available genetic information taken from a great number of gene species (see Method).
The statistical methodology that uses the frequency and a reduced centered variable based on the average fraction of R and Y in the three codon sites leads to similar results for a codon occurrence study regardless of molecular evolution. Therefore, this variable can be considered a new index of codon usage. Furthermore, compared to the frequency statistic, this variable permits extension of the codon occurrence study and removal of certain nonsignificant results (see Results).
That two different statistics lead to a similar codon distribution is no light assertion. For example, another RCVS statistic has been compared to the frequency statistic by making use of the same methodology. The fractions of R and Y in each codon site have been used to define the theoretical occurrence probability p,( c; P) of this new reduced centered variable; more precisely, p( 6,; P) is the observed occurrence probability of the base 6, in the ith site of the codon c in the gene population P. This new RCVS statistic contains several contradictions of the FS statistic; for example, with the specified codons, there are six codon pairs that have a Z(c, c'; L) value greater than 2.58 with one statistic and a Z(c, c'; L) value less than -2.58 with the other statistic (data not shown). The transformation of biological information into statistical data leads to a loss of information that can be minimized by choosing different statistical "parameters": frequency, observed/expected ratios, reduced centered variables, autocorrelation functions, etc. Nevertheless, to obtain a coherent biological interpretation of the observations, these parameters should be classified, and the frequency could be used as the reference parameter. It should be noted that the methodology developed herein allows the comparison of quantitative observations and could be applied to such a classification.
A MODEL OF CODON EVOLUTION AT THREE SUCCESSIVE STATES: RNN, THEN RNY, AND FINALLY RYY
Biological evolution can be defined as a transformation of one state into a more specific state. In particular, this definition can be applied to the primordial codon evolution. A preliminary condition for this codon evolution is the existence of an alphabet with at least two letters (see, for example, some analogies of information theory). According to the chemical properties of adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine, the purine/pyrimidine alphabet is the best-adapted type for this evolution. It verifies the previous condition in a minimal way (only two letters), and it is chemically unambiguous. Indeed, the large purine base is well differentiated from the smaller pyrimidine base, their respective molecular weights being different, and so on. These chemical properties are important for the spatial organization of the DNA molecule. Based on these remarks, a model of codon evolution can be proposed in terms of three successive states, each state being a base specification of a codon site. Such a model leads to the following prediction:
A codon is older in ancestry than another if it is less specified and consequently its presence must be stronger in the present-day genes.
Note: This model is in opposition to the phylogenetic model according to which the primordial features are lost in the present-day genes.
Obviously, statistical methods are one approach to testing the proposed model by identifying the common and rare codons.
The first common codon order-RNN, then RNY, and finally RYY (see results)-agrees well with the three successive states of the proposed model (see above).
Parallel to the formation of a "codon world," a "rare-codon world" (comprising the rare codons) is also selected by biological evolution. The YRR codon is rare (see Results) because it encodes the three stop codons. On the other hand, the rarity of the YRY codon (see Results) may be explained by the YRY(N),YRY preferential occurrence (see Introduction and below).
The methodology developed here generalizes the preferential occurrence of the RNY codon to all the codons at one unspecified base N (RNY is the first common codon at state 2).
Two results have to be added to the primordial codon evolution theories.
(1) The RNN codon is more common than the RNY (see Results). This result may have the following interpretations. An RNN series can contain an alternating purine/pyrimidine stretch every two triplets, while an RNY series always conflicts, It should be remembered that the eukaryotic introns are characterized by alternating purine/pyrimidine stretches [3] . Therefore, the RNN structure (or one of its combinations) could well be a common ancestor of protein coding genes and introns. This observation also suggests that a single base (in our case, the first codon site) may interact with an amino acid, in agreement with several recent biological experiments: A specific amino acid binding site is detectable on the intron of the Tetrahymena self-splicing ribosomal precursor RNA [14], a single base pair can direct an amino acid to a specific transfer RNA [9] , and so on.
(2) The RYY codon is the first common codon at state 3. The importance of RYY is explained below by stressing that the RRY codon was preferred to the RYY for protein synthesis [5] .
Over the past few years, the main approach has been to analyze genetic information in terms of protein synthesis (according to, for example, the type and number of residues), while aspects concerning DNA spatial organization were neglected. The DNA spatial constraints have preceded those of protein synthesis because a small amount of DNA codes proteins. In agreement with this hypothesis, the 6-motif YRY(N),YRY is older (according to the above model) than the RNY codon, because (1) only six out of 12, or one of every two bases are specified in the 6-motif YRY(N),YRY while two out of three bases are specified in the RNY codon and (2) the B-motif YRY(N),YRY is found in a larger gene diversity. Indeed, the YRY(N),YRY preferential occurrence is verified in the eukaryotic introns [3] and in the ribosomal and transfer RNA genes [2] , while the RNY coding periodicity is not verified in these three populations [2, 31; however, an RNY message was identified with a phylogenetic analysis (this concept is different; see the note earlier in this section) with some 5S RNA sequences [7] and some tRNA sequences [6] . The first common codons RNN, RNY, and RYY, but not the RRY codon, permit the coexistence of a DNA double helix pitch code with a primordial transcription-translation code as well as their unambiguities, the 6-motif YRY(N),YRY being shifted one base in the 5' direction from the first common codons.
Otherwise, the 6-motif YRY(N),YRY may still have a function. Indeed, experiments [13] showed that the RNA polymerase process unwinds in an open complex, a 12-base segment that starts three bases after the first base position of the TATA box of the lac UV5 promoter, that is, after a motif YRY. These experiments [13] also proved that the start position of the mRNA synthesis is preceded by a motif YRR (one base mutation from YRY) that occurs exactly six bases after the previous 5' motif YRY. Finally, these statistical results may lead to an interesting application to determine an open reading frame. Indeed, since RNN is the most common codon (see results), the open reading frame may be assigned to the modulo 3 frame having the highest number of purine bases in the first position of the triplets (Michel, in preparation) .
